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For example...
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Starting point

Largest ball that does not include blue points
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Motivating example

    Classification with application to cardiac fibrillation                                       AUTOMATICA.IT
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The set-up of this paper
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Is the majority right?
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Is the majority right?
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Tight!

FACT: It is possible that the performance of 
a majority of equally skilled experts is worse 

than the performance of any individual expert!



Bound n.1
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Let’s go back to our set-up
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OK if           is small



Bound n.2
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Bound n.2 for weighted majority
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Error-confidence trade-off
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Take-home messages
➢There exist self-testing classifiers

➢They can be used as base classifiers in 
majority-voting classification schemes

➢Although empirical studies suggest that majority voting is good, 
the performance of the majority can in principle be worse than any 
individual performance.
We made steps towards:
→ protecting against bad situations 
and even
→ detecting favourable situations

➢The proliferation of base classifiers is not a real issue
➢Data-dependent weighted majority voting schemes are possible 

(with care)
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Ongoing and future research

➢Improve the bounds for favourable situations
( “      “  is just the starting point) 

➢Extensions to the regression framework
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CODE AND MORE INFORMATION: http://www.algocare.it/GEM-BALLS/
  

Thank you!
 algo.care@unibs.it
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